Understanding
Color
by Claudia Carlson

Anyone can create beautiful colorwork in their knits, all
it takes is a few simple principles put into action.

TERMS TO KNOW
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Primary color = Cyan, Magenta & Yellow
Secondary color = Red, Green & Blue
Tertiary color = mixing a Primary & Secondary color
Hue = color (e.g. red, orange, teal)
Saturation = how intense, pure the color is, a quantity
Value = the lightness or darkness of a color
Weight = how light or dark a color appears to your eye
Tint = lightening a color by adding white
Tone = muting a color by adding gray
Shade = darkening a color by adding black

CONCEPTS TO COMPREHEND
• All color is influenced by the colors around it
• Colors energize each other. When colors are seen next to
each other, each color will “drain” it’s own color from
the others, altering how the others look as compared to
seeing that color individually
• Light color are considered light in weight, dark colors are
considered heavy in weight, as seen by the eye
• Light weight colors will seem more prominent in the
foreground and larger in size than heavier colors; heavy
weight colors will recede back and appear smaller
• Colors opposite each other on the color wheel will make
brown when blended
• The human eye can see 3-10 million different colors!
Color combinations which are balanced and harmonious
can be created easily with the use of a color wheel.
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Color wheel showing Primary, Secondary &
Tertiary colors, along with Tints, Tones and
Shades of each hue
Geometric shapes determine which colors belong in each
combination to make up any given harmony. As a given
shape rotates on the color wheel, the colors will change,
but the spacing between the colors will not, they are determined by the geometric shape. It this symmetrical spacing
that consistently ensure a harmonious combination.
• A monochromatic palette’s colors are based upon a
single hue. The value of the color change, but they are
all the same hue.
•A
 complementary palette’s is based on two opposing
colors on the wheel. The colors are complements.
•A
 split complementary palette’s colors are based on a
primary hue and two opposing hues, equally spaced.
One on either side of the first color’s complement.
•A
 n analogous palette’s colors are based on 3 to 5 hues
adjacent to each other.
•A
 accented analogous palette’s is based on 3-5 hues adjacent to each other and the complement of the middle hue.
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• A triad palette is based on three equally spaced hues.
•A
 tetrad (square) palette’s colors are based on two pairs
of complementary hues.

HOW TO CREATE A GREAT COLOR SCHEME!
1) Choose a color palette from one of the above schemes
2) C
 hoose a value for the scheme. Start by making sure
all the hues in the scheme are of the same weight (light
or heavy). TIP: a simple way to do this is to see the
colors as all gray. Snap a grayscale (sometimes called
“black & white”) photo with your cell phone. Make a
photocopy of your yarns with your scanner or copier.
Use a “value finder” to view the colors through. In the
resulting gray-scale image, all the colors should look the
same with very little, if any, contrast between them.
This will assure they are all of the same value/weight.

Using these 4 “rules” you will be able to create a work of
art of your own, and know that your colors will be just as
pleasing to you as others, based on science!
Try mixing up a palette you might not normally use, you’ll
be surprised on the “professionalism” you’ll create! ©
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3) C
 hoose 1 or 2 of your colors and change their weight to
either lighter or heavier by a few steps.
4) Use your colors in a disproportionate amount. Think of
your proportions like a well-dressed man. If using three
colors, your main color amount represents his suit, your
secondary color represents his shirt, and your accent
color represents his tie. Basically, your accent is 5% of
your total, and your remaining 95% should be divided
into one-third/two-thirds areas.
If using more colors, keep dividing the one-third
portion into a one-third/two- thirds amount.

COLOR WEBSITES:
http://www.sessions.edu/color-calculator/
http://ColorSchemeDesigner.com/

COLOR SMARTPHONE APPS:
For Android: “Colour Wheel” by Dobbo
For iPhone: “Palettes” by Rick Maddy

COBWEB YARN SOURCE:
http://ColourMart.com/
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RED SEW GLASSES ON AMAZON:
https://goo.gl/esTfPC
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